
Regulation of FREE ECONOMIC ZONE "ISHKOSHIM" 

1.General provisions 

 

1. The present Regulation is developed according to the Law of the Republic 

of Tajikistan "About free economic zones in the Republic of Tajikistan" and 

the Provision on free economic zones in the Republic of Tajikistan, 

approved Decree Madzhlisi Namoyandagon Madzhlisi Oli the Republic of 

Tajikistan from  December 5, 2005 No. 191, and "Ishkoshim" and defines 

organizational, legal economical basics of free economic zones activity of 

production-innovative type of FEZ “Ishkoshim” (hereinafter referred to 

FEZ “Ishkoshim”) 

 

2. The main goals of creation  FEZ "Ishkoshim": 

 - stimulation of development of economic strength of the Republic of 

Tajikistan, including by attraction of foreign and domestic investments, 

introduction of advanced experience of management; 

- effective involvement of economy of the region and the country in the 

international division of labor, development trade - economic cooperation 

with foreign countries, increase in an export potential of the republic; 

 - ensuring sustainable social and economic development of the region; 

 -  creation modern  engineer – transport, telecommunication, 

production and social infrastructure:  

- employment of the population of the region and the republic, creation of 

additional workplaces, increase  social standard of living and the solution of 

others socially – economic problems of the region. 

3.Main tasks of FEZ “ Ishkoshm” 



- development of the zone economic potential basing on foreign investments 

integration with assets and funds of domestic enterprises and organizations 

based on various forms of ownership;   

- attraction of the foreign and local capital, advanced equipment and 

technology, introduction of foreign administrative experience and new 

methods of managing; 

- introduction in productions of domestic and foreign scientific technical 

development, inventions with the subsequent their use in other regions of the 

country; 

- the organization of a network of environmentally net output, decrease in 

expenses of productions, the maximum use free labor, natural, and other local 

resources for production of competitive production and goods for export and 

to domestic market; 

-    creation and arrangement of the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim", security and 

protection of the ecological environment;    

- the organization in the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" of production 

infrastructure of level of the international standards (communication, 

transport, communications etc); 

- formation of the independent budget of FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

2. FEZ "Ishkoshim" status 

 

4. The status of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is defined by its borders, legislative base 

and particular legal regimes, and also the budget of a zone and own 

governing bodies. 

5.  FEZ "Ishkoshim" is created in the territory of the Ishkoshim area of the 

Mountain Badakhshan autonomous region of the Republic of Tajikistan for a 



period of 50 years and consists of certain (limited) territories connected 

among themselves the internal highway with a total area of lands of 200 

hectares. 

6.  The legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan regulating activity of FEZ 

acts on the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

 Regarding the relations which directly aren't settled by the legislation of the 

Republic of Tajikistan in FEZ sphere, the standards of the legislation 

regulating the similar relations not contradicting their being will be applied. 

7. On legal entities, representations and branches of legal entities and 

individual entrepreneurs (the resident and the nonresident of the Republic of 

Tajikistan) which carry out the activity in FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory (further 

– subjects of FEZ) act a particular legal regime of use of lands, special 

customs, tax and other modes established by the present situation and the 

legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan, FEZ regulating activity. 

8. Intervention of public authorities in financially - economic activity of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" except the cases provided by the legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan is forbidden. 

9. FEZ "Ishkoshim" has the independent budget formed at the expense of the 

income and payments, defined by the present Situation, and also from other 

sources of financing which don't contradict the legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan. 

10.  FEZ "Ishkoshim" can create fund of development of a zone for 

financing of creation and ensuring development of infrastructure of free 

economic zone, and also for rendering the temporary financial help to 

subjects of the business activity, registered in FEZ "Ishkoshim".  

11. Governing body in the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

Administration (further – FEZ Administration). The administration of FEZ 

is created as republican public institution and carries out the activity on the 

basis of this Provision and the Articles, approved authorized government 

body of management of free economic zones. 



12. On FEZ "Ishkoshim" it is forbidden:   

 - activity implementation on subsurface use (except for water production for 

water supply of activity of subjects of FEZ from underground sources); 

- production of excise goods except for production of cars and the other 

motor vehicles intended for transportation of goods and passengers; 

        - production of securities, bank notes and coins, stamps; 

        - production, processing, storage, sale of drugs, psychotropic substances and 

precursors; 

-  translation of radio and telecasts, except for radio and television maintenance;  

-  production, processing, storage, disinfecting, sale of dangerous and radioactive 

materials;  

- production of primary production of ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy; 

 -   treatment of mental diseases in an aggressive form and infectious diseases;   

-  treatment of animals with especially dangerous diseases;  

-  the activity connected with questions of external labor migration;  

 -  creation of the ecologically harmful productions doing harm to surrounding 

environment; 

 - realization in the territory of free economic zone is combustibles and lubricants, 

entities and persons which aren't subjects of FEZ; 

- production and raw materials retail, except for retail of consumer goods for 

internal consumption by the organization of activity of subjects of FEZ on trade 

and public catering in the places established by Administration of FEZ; 
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- economy commercial activity connected with ensuring protection and turns of the 

state, and also with production, processing by storage and sale of the weapon, 

ammunition, explosives of drugs, psychotropic substances; 

  - import to the territory of FEZ of drugs, psychotropic substances, the weapon, 

ammunition, other goods, sale and which movement in the Republic of Tajikistan 

it is limited; 

- organization of gambling and lotteries, casino, video salons, slot machines, etc. 

 13 . The operating mode of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is established by authorized 

government body on FEZ management. The operating mode of subjects of FEZ is 

established by FEZ Administration. 

           14 . From the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" export of goods to other 

countries is stimulated. 

                Obligatory requirements concerning use of local raw materials and 

materials instead of the import can't be established. 

 

3. Priority types of activity in FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

 

15 . Priority types of activity in FEZ "Ishkoshim": 

   - industrial processing of agricultural products; 

   - production from wool, processing of skins large and a small cattle with 

finite release of finished tanning products, footwear and tanning 

haberdashery; 

   - production of artificial and synthetic colors; 

   - production of starch; 

   - mechanical engineering (assembly and production of cars, tractors and 

different brands of technique for agriculture and others of branches, spare 

parts for them, the equipment, technique and technology for processing 

industry, the equipment for a services sector, water pumps and others); 



   - production of nonmetallic pipes for different branches; 

   - production of electro technical, radio-electronic and household 

appliances; 

   - production of mineral fertilizers and bio components for agriculture; 

   - processing of natural stones, production of construction and finishing 

materials; 

  - production of the modern construction materials (glass, windows and the 

doors, heat retaining wall units and panels of the international standards, 

plastic finishing materials (except for a construction brick); 

  - production of products from plaster; 

  - production of different brands of electrical wires; 

  - production from home waste (without primary processing); 

  - production of perfumery; 

             - production of pharmaceutical production and drugs; 

  -          production of technique and stock for health care;          

- production of lighting instruments and products; 

- commercial activities; 

             - evaluation, credit and financial, insurance, consulting, auditor, 

leasing and certified activities; 

- activities, on provision of information support; 

- tourist, health care affect, intermediary and engineering services; 

- activities in the sphere of scientifically technical researches, innovative 

activities, development of nanotechnologies, biotechnologies and others of 

the activities which haven't been forbidden by the legislation of RT and this 

Situation. 

4 . Subjects of FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

16. As subjects of FEZ "Ishkoshim" legal entities, representations and branches of 

legal entities, individual entrepreneurs (residents and nonresidents of the Republic 

of Tajikistan) which admit: 



-  according to the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan passed the state 

registration;  

- signed with FEZ Administration the Contract on activity for FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

territories; 

- received the certificate of the subject of FEZ "Ishkoshim" in an order provided in 

the present Situation. 

17 . Subjects of FEZ carry out the activity according to the Law of the Republic of 

Tajikistan "About free economic zones to the Republic of Tajikistan", the present 

Situation and other regulations of the Republic of Tajikistan regulating activity of 

FEZ. 

18 . Legal entities, representations and branches of legal entities, individual 

entrepreneurs and individuals (residents and nonresidents of the Republic of 

Tajikistan) who carried out the activity in FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory before its 

creation, within 1 year from the date of the beginning of functioning of 

Administration of FEZ, have to bring the organizationally legal status into accord 

with standards of the present Provision. 

In case of not implementation of requirements of the present Situation, 

Administration of FEZ addresses in authorized government body on the ground 

about adoption of the relevant decision on withdrawal of the land plot for needs of 

the state according to the land legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

19 . The state registration of the individual entrepreneur, the Legal entity, branch 

and (or) representation of the legal entity, the resident and the nonresident of the 

Republic of Tajikistan who has expressed desire to receive the status of the subject 

of FEZ "Ishkoshim" (further - the applicant), is made according to the present 

Situation and the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 



20 . FEZ administrations for the state registration of the individual entrepreneur 

and legal entities, branches and representations of legal entities – residents and 

nonresidents of the Republic of Tajikistan, as the subject of FEZ to issue to the 

applicant the document confirming the legal address in FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

21 . For obtaining the document confirming the legal address in the territory of 

FEZ "Ishkoshim", the applicant addresses in FEZ Administration with the 

statement to which are applied information on the applicant, business – the plan(s) 

and (or) the investment project(s). 

22 . The business plan(s) and (or) the investment project (s) have to conform to the 

following requirements: 

 - the volume of investment for implementation of a production activity – not less 

the sum equivalent to 100 thousand US dollars; 

 - import not less than 70 percent of production processing equipment; 

 - term of early operation of the imported it is production – processing equipment 

shouldn't exceed 5 years; 

 - to carry out productions no later than 3 years from the date of the state 

registration as the subject of FEZ. 

- the volume of investment for implementation it is export – import activity – not 

less the sum equivalent to 20 thousand US dollars 

  - investment volume for activity implementation on service – not less the sum 

equivalent to 5 thousand US dollars; 

Documents which don't conform to requirements of the real point aren't accepted to 

consideration. 



23 . FEZ administration within three working days from the date of obtaining the 

statement notifies the applicant about accepted decisions. 

24 . Applicants bear responsibility for reliability of the presented data according to 

the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

25 . The form and order of filling of the statement, information, business – the plan 

and (or) the investment project of the applicant is developed and approved by 

authorized government body on FEZ management. 

26 . The applicant for obtaining the certificate of the subject of FEZ (further – the 

certificate), signs with FEZ Administration the contract on activity (further – the 

contract). In the contract requirements to activity are indicated to FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

territories, to an order of use of privileges and special modes, rent of the land plot, 

buildings, industrial and administrative, the constructions, necessary 

communications, financially – the economic relations and other requirements 

provided by the present Situation. 

27 . For contract signing, the applicant has to provide FEZ Administrations the 

following documents: 

 - statement; 

 - the documents confirming the state registration in the territory of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim"; 

 - sample of signatures of authorized officers of the applicant. 

28 . FEZ administration within 5 working days considers the documents provided 

by the applicant, prepares and scribbles the contract with the applicant. 

  29 . After signing contract with the applicant. 



  30 . The certificate is considered the document confirming registration of the 

applicant as the subject of FEZ, permission to activity implementation with the 

right of a disposition provided benefit and special modes in the territory of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" provided by the present Situation. 

  31 . Form and content of the contract and the certificate is developed and 

approved by authorized body on FEZ management. 

32 . The cost of the certificate is made by 5 thousand US dollars. 

  33 . Administration FEZ keeps the book of registration of the certificate in a form 

approved by authorized government body to management of FEZ. The main data 

on the subject of FEZ are entered into the book of registration, and registration 

number is assigned to the certificate. 

34 . In case of change of kinds of activity or organizationally – a legal form of the 

subject of FEZ corresponding changes are entered into the book of registration. 

35 . Change of a kind of activity or organizationally – a legal form of the subject of 

FEZ is made on the basis of the decision of Administration of FEZ according to the 

statement of the subject of FEZ. In this case to the subject of FEZ the new 

certificate is issued, and the old certificate is cancelled. 

36 . Temporary stay and renewal of activity of the subject of FEZ, and also 

cancellation (cancellation) of the certificate of the subject of FEZ is carried out on 

the following bases: 

1). Temporary suspension of operations of the subject of FEZ is carried out by 

Administration  FEZ for a period of up to three months, in case of the following 

circumstances: 

- in cases of non-performance of terms of the contract with  FEZ Administration 

from the subject of FEZ; 



- in confirmation cases, that , the subject of FEZ, his authorized representative or 

the worker did harm to objects of service and to equipments of FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

and these actions proceed, despite notices from Administration FEZ and (or) not 

compensations of the caused damage; 

  - in cases not performance by the subject of FEZ of requirements of the present 

Provision or commission of the actions breaking an established order in FEZ 

"Ishkoshim"; 

2). the renewal of activity of the subject of FEZ is allowed  by  FEZ  

Administration during the performing of conditions or elimination of the reasons of 

suspension of operations of the subject of FEZ; 

3). cancellation (cancellation) of the certificate, is made by FEZ Administration 

after carrying out check of the facts and data on the following circumstances. 

   - if it becomes clear that during the term specified in terms of the contract, the 

reasons which have formed the basis for temporary suspension of operations of the 

subject of FEZ aren't eliminated; 

   - if it is established that from the subject of FEZ requirements of the present 

Situation and regulations of the Republic of Tajikistan are violated. 

37 . In case of cancellation  the certificate. Administration FEZ addresses in 

authorized government body on the state registration about cancellation 

(cancellation) of the state registration subjects of FEZ to the legal address in FEZ 

"Ishkoshim". 

 

                   5 . Regulation of pass regime for entering FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

territory. 

 



38 . For an entrance on FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory to representatives, employees, 

workers of Administration of FEZ and subjects of FEZ and other persons, the 

following types of admissions are provided: 

  - the constant; 

 - the temporary; 

 - office cards. 

 The form and order of filling of admissions is developed and approved 

Administration of FEZ. 

39 . Constants of the admission are given  FEZ Administration to the 

representatives drying and workers, subjects of FEZ and have to contain the 

following information: 

  - name and FEZ Administration’s special press; 

  - date of issue 

  - photo of the holder; 

  - work place; 

  - admission conditions. 

40 . Temporary admission Administration of FEZ are given at departure in FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" to persons who visit FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory by Administration’s 

invitation of FEZ and subjects of FEZ. For obtaining the temporary admission 

subjects of FEZ officially address to Administration FEZ no later than one day 

before visit of FEZ "Ishkoshim" of the invited persons. Color of the temporary 

admission differs from other admissions, and it comes back to the relevant services 

FEZ "Ishkoshim" during an exit from a zone. Temporary the admissions are valid 

at identification paper presentation. 



41 . Office cards are given by FEZ Administration, and also the persons, FEZ 

employed, and contain the same information, as admission constants. 

42 . In the same order are made out and given the admission for entrance of cars, 

various equipment and to their drivers. 

43 . The admission are given on a paid basis on the rates established by authorized 

government body on management of FEZ. 

44 . Subjects of FEZ are obliged to inform Administration FEZ on dismissal of the 

workers on the same day. In this case constants of the admission of the worker 

without fail are subject to delivery of Administration of FEZ. 

 

6 . Rights of subjects of FEZ 

45. Subjects of FEZ have the right: 

   - to create the joint organizations with participation of foreign and domestic 

investors; 

   - to carry out economic activity on the basis of contracts, freely to choose the 

partner, subject of the contract, defines obligations, and also any other conditions 

of economic relationship; 

   - independently to carry out foreign economic activity, to make goods exchange 

(barter) and intermediary operations, and also reinvestments on FEZ territory if 

nature of these operations doesn't contradict the legislation and doesn't threaten 

economic safety of the Republic of Tajikistan; 

   - without restrictions to obtain the credits at foreign banks, firms and the 

organizations, to attract foreign insurance companies for the conclusion of all types 

of insurance transactions; 



- to carry out any investments which haven't been forbidden by the legislation of 

the Republic of Tajikistan in free economic zone; 

   - to use the land areas on the basis of the contract on urgent rent, property, 

property rights and a cedation of rights of use under the mutual agreement of the 

parties which have signed the lease agreement, or their assignees, and also other 

property and non-property rights; 

   - to make employment of foreign citizens and citizens of the Republic of 

Tajikistan on a contract basis; 

   - Independently form production programs; 

   - to make any other activity which hasn't been forbidden by the current 

legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

 

7 Rights guarantees of FEZ “Ishkashim” subjects interests. 

 

47 . The state guarantees observance of the rights and legitimate interests of all 

subjects of FEZ operating in the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

48 . In FEZ "Ishkoshim" according to the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan 

and norms of international law are guaranteed: 

   - legal protection of investments; 

    - protection of copyright of subjects of FEZ; 

    - equality of a legal regime of foreign and internal investments; 

    -  prevent any discrimination organizations with foreign investments. 



49 . Subjects of FEZ – the foreign investors who are carrying out monetary and 

material deposits to the sphere of economic and other activity of FEZ "Ishkoshim", 

having the right to own, use and dispose of results of the investments, including 

reinvestments and trade operations in the territory of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

Subjects of FEZ – foreign investors can take out profit or its part in the form of 

goods. 

50 . Subjects of FEZ – to the foreign investors acting in FEZ "Ishkoshim", transfer 

abroad, after payment of the provided obligatory payments, the sums in the foreign 

currency, received by them in the form of profit, and also in connection with sale 

of all part of a share in authorized capital of the organizations with foreign 

investments, an exit from it or liquidation of the organization is guaranteed. 

Subjects of FE 

Z – foreign investors have the right to transfer, transfer, pledge, export and the 

termination of their investments into FEZ; 

51 . The losses, the missed benefit and the moral damage, caused to subjects in free 

economic zone as a result of unreasonable intervention in their activity from 

government bodies or officials to be subject to compensation in a judicial order. 

52 . Economic disputes, including disputes between participants of the 

organizations with the foreign investments, being in FEZ "Ishkoshim", are solved 

according to the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

 

                                          8 . Financial- currency mechanism. 

 



53. Functioning of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is carried out on the basis of self-financing. 

For ensuring functioning of FEZ "Ishkoshim" the independent budget of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" is formed. 

54. The independent budget of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is a form of establishment and an 

expenditure of funds of FEZ "Ishkoshim" and is used for financial security of 

realization of the purposes and problems of FEZ "Ishkoshim". The draft of the 

independent budget of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is developed by Administration of FEZ 

and according to the order, defined the authorized government financial body on 

management of FEZ and authorized government financial body is represented for 

inclusion in the annual state budget during development of the draft of the state 

budget. 

55.  Sources of formation of the independent budget of FEZ "Ishkoshim":  

 -  income from leasing of the earth, buildings, constructions and the equipment, 

being under authority of Administration of FEZ;  

   -  certificate cost;  

  - payments for entrance on the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" of cars and various 

equipment (except motor transport and equipment of Administration of FEZ and 

subjects of FEZ); 

  -  income from providing various services, including to subjects of FEZ;  

- percent for services from subjects of FEZ "Ishkoshim" to whom the temporary 

financial help from fund of development of a zone and other receipts was rendered; 

  - other payments and the receipts provided by the legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan about finance, about the state budget and the present Situation. 

56  .  The list of provided services and the sizes of rates of charges for services by 

Administration of FEZ are approved by authorized government body on FEZ 



management in coordination with authorized government financial body on the 

basis of economically reasonable offers of Administration of FEZ.  

57 . The rent and terms of rent of the land plots, and also the covered warehouse 

areas, production and administration premises, right of use with which belongs to 

FEZ Administration, are defined on the basis of the procedure of payments of a 

rent approved by authorized government body on management of FEZ, but not 

below the following rates depending on kinds of activity of subjects of FEZ: 

 

-  the monthly rent of the covered warehouse areas for implementation of 

commercial activity, and also on storage, packing and sorting of goods makes the 

5th US dollar for each square meter of the rented area for a period of up to three 

months, rent discounts are made for such rent for the term of over three months to 

10 percent;  

   -  the annual rent of the area of administration premises makes 3 US dollars for 

one square meter, rent discounts are made for such rent for the term of over one 

year to 10 percent;  

  -  the annual rent of rooms for a production activity makes 3 US dollars for one 

square meter of the area, rent discounts are made for such rent for the term of over 

one year to 10 percent;  

   - annual rent of the land plots makes 1 US dollar for one square meter. 

Limits of the established rates can be corrected according to the decision of 

authorized government body on FEZ management on the basis of economically 

reasonable offers of Administration of FEZ.  

For subjects of FEZ specified in article 17 of the present Situation, the rate of equal 

25 percent from the sum of an annual rent of the land plot is established.  In case of 



representation by subjects of FEZ in rent of the land plots fixed to them, and also 

buildings belonging to them and constructions the rate of a rent is established and 

raised by FEZ Administration of 100 percent or in an equivalent of 1 US dollar for 

1 square meter of the land plot a year.  

  58 . Charges, repair and improvement of the public land areas, access and 

internally highways, observation decks, gardening are, etc. made by FEZ 

Administration at the expense of own funds and collecting from subjects of FEZ on 

the tariffs established by Administration of FEZ. 

    59  . In FEZ "Ishkoshim" free circulation of national and foreign currency is 

provided. Subjects of FEZ have the right to open accounts in banks, the financial 

and nonbanking organizations (their establishments) and the micro financial 

organizations, stirred FEZ (Ishkoshim) and beyond its limits, freely to get and 

realize national and foreign currency in FEZ (Ishkoshim) and to carry out transfers 

in an order established by the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan.  

60 . Subjects of FEZ "Ishkoshim" can pay for the account of currency funds 

created at them a salary the worker in foreign currency, carry out in the territory of 

FEZ (Ishkoshim) mutual settlements among themselves in foreign currency. 

61 . In FEZ "Ishkoshim" banks, financial and nonbanking microfinancial and 

insurance companies according to the current legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan can be created. 

 

9 .Financial-economic activity of FEZ subjects 

 

62 . Subjects (Entity) of FEZ are obliged: 

-  to conduct in accordance with the established procedure accounting and 

the reporting about financial and economic activity and to provide data in 

Administration of FEZ it agrees approved mend and as it should be a certain 



representative government body on FEZ management.  Reports and 

declarations on payment of a social tax and a tax on the income of the 

individuals working on hiring предастовляются in tax authority of the 

Ishkashim area;  

- by t in full the due date provide payment of obligatory payments, a social 

tax of persons working on hiring; 

- to allow authorized officers of Administration of FEZ for carrying out 

examination of antiepidemiological and fire-prevention actions, mutual 

calculations, in compliance the signed contract with FEZ Administration. 

63 . Subjects of FEZ are obliged will execute the decision of Administration 

of FEZ accepted within the powers. In case of disagreement with decisions 

of Administration of FEZ, the subject of FEZ can appeal to court. 

64 . For subjects of FEZ the period beginning on January 1 and terminating 

on December 31 every year fiscal year is. 

 

10 . Customs regulations in FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

 

65 . FEZ "Ishkoshim" is part of the customs territory of the Republic of 

Tajikistan. 

Limits of the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" is the customs territory of the 

Republic of Tajikistan. The goods placed in the territory of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" рассматрываются as being in not to the customs territory of 

the Republic of Tajikistan for application of the customs duties, taxes, and 

also ban and limited the economic character, established by regulations of 

the Republic of Tajikistan. 

66 . In FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory under customs regulations of a free 

customs area foreign and domestic goods take place without collection of 

the customs duties and taxes, and also without application to goods of a ban 

and the restrictions of economic character set according to regulations of the 

Republic of Tajikistan. 



67 . Customs registration and the accounting of goods in the territory of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" is carried out in an order determined by authorized body on a 

question of the customs put, in coordination with authorized government 

body on the foreign trade activity. 

68 . Completion of action of customs regulations of a free customs area and 

definition of the country of origin concerning the goods which are taken out 

from the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim", is carried out according to the 

customs legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

 

11 . Tax regime in FEZ 

 

      69 . Subjects of FEZ according to the tax legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan are partially exempted from certain taxes on the period of their 

activity in FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

     70  .  In FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory activity of entities of FEZ, is 

exempted from payment of all types of tax, the provided Taxes by the code 

of the Republic of Tajikistan, except for a social tax and a tax on the income 

of the individuals working on hiring.  

The social tax and tax the income of the individuals working on hiring, are 

charged, and is paid by subjects of FEZ independently, according to the Tax 

code of the Republic of Tajikistan.  

71  .  The tax on the income of individuals for foreign experts – nonresidents 

of the Republic of Tajikistan is paid in an order provided by the Tax code of 

the Republic of Tajikistan.  

72 . Subjects of FEZ as taxpayers, is registered in tax authority of the 

Ishkashimsky area. 

73 . Control of full and timely payment of a social tax and tax on the income 

of the individuals working on hiring, is made by tax authority of the 

Ishkashimsky area. 



74 . I arrived, received by foreign investors and the salary of foreign workers 

received in foreign currency, can freely it is transported by them abroad and 

by a call abroad with taxes it isn't assessed. 

 

12 . The labor relations in FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

 

75 . Labor the relation, including hiring and dismissal questions, modes of 

work and rest, social guarantees and compensations in subjects of FEZ is 

regulated by the labor legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan, the collective 

agreement (agreement) and/or individual employment contracts (contacts). 

Conditions and the compensation sizes, and also other types of income of 

workers including in foreign currency, are established by subjects of FEZ 

independently, and it is paid for the account of own means. 

    Conditions of collective and individual employment contracts can't 

 aggravate the situation of employees of these organizations in 

comparison with the conditions provided by operating in the Republic of 

Tajikistan by the  labour legislation, and also International Labour 

Organization conventions. 

76  .  According to the current legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan, 

including the legislation on FEZ to the Republic of Tajikistan:  

- The administration of FEZ is allocated with the right to give out 

permission to attraction of a manpower (work permit) from abroad to 

administrative and technical positions to subjects of FEZ, thus the number of 

workers – foreign citizens shouldn't exceed 20 percent from the general 

number of workers of the subject of FEZ; 

 - subjects of FEZ for attraction of a labor force from abroad submit the 

demand of Administration of FEZ and this expert, and other documents, 

FEZ established by Administration: 



- The administration of FEZ considers the demand for involvement of the 

foreign expert within 10 days. The work permit is issued taking into account 

the labor contract for the term of no more than 5 years. 

- subjects of FEZ after obtaining the work permit present to FEZ 

Administration the demand for receiving visa support and permission to 

accommodation for the foreign citizen; 

issue of visa and permission to accommodation to the foreign citizen who is 

attracted for work, is given through FEZ Administration by the appropriate 

government body on the work permit basic, taking into account term on the 

simplified order; 

- foreign workers of subjects of FEZ who received the visa and the work 

permit, without fail have to be registered the relevant government body. 

- fee on issue of visas, the work permit and on accommodation by the 

foreign expert of subjects of FEZ and to members of their families is carried 

out on a paid basis, according to the established rates, corresponding 

approved by authorized government body of management of FEZ, in 

coordination with authorized government body, within the established norms 

determined by the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan; 

 

77 . Subjects of FEZ make salary payments to all working personnel 

according to employment contracts monthly. At a delay because of the 

employer of a salary to the personnel, the Administration of FEZ has the 

right, within powers to accept to the subject of FEZ the measures provided 

by nasoyashchy Situation and the rights of workers and employees. 

      Workers of subjects of FEZ can receive according to employment 

contracts a salary in national or foreign currency, and also at commission of 

office trips by them, the sum in foreign currency on travel expenses. 

The salary of foreign workers received in foreign or in national currency, 

after payment of taxes, can be transported freely by them abroad. 

78 . Subjects of FEZ have to: 



- to submit the labor agreement on each employee of the personnel of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" during the request for issue of the constant visa; 

- to provide receipt of a visa within 72 hours after arrival of the serving 

personnel: 

- to provide all employees and the personnel with a uniform and to observe 

safety measures of their work; 

- immediately to report FEZ Administrations about disappearance of any of 

the workers; 

- to provide the employees with a place for accommodation. 

- to provide obligatory social and medical insurance of the employees; 

- to bear a liability for the damage caused to health of workers, the 

employees working on contracts, for the labor mutilations, occurred because 

of the enterprise in the territory of this enterprise. 

79 . The ban on strikes is imposed on territories of FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

 

13 . Procedures for entry and departure from FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

 

80 . The asked mode of entrance of departure of foreign citizens acts on the 

territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" set by authorized government body on FEZ 

control in coordination with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic 

of Tajikistan which includes: 

     - 50 percent reduction of the amount of consular fees; 

     - abbreviation of periods reviewing of documents on output of entry and 

exit visas; 

     - to practice of output of entry visas for the foreign citizens following for 

operation in FEZ "Ishkoshim", on their arrival in the Republic of Tajikistan: 

-  other is information - the legal and consulting service provided by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Tajikistan for FEZ 

"Ishkoshim", according to changing developments of free economic zone.  



81   .   Subjects of FEZ if necessary submit an application the set form for 

receipt of a visa for arriving staff for operation in FEZ "Ishkoshim" in FEZ 

Administration in one month prior to offered arrival.   The administration of 

FEZ considers the request for receipt of a visa for arriving staff for operation 

in FEZ "Ishkoshim" and notifies the subject of FEZ on possibility of receipt 

of a visa the persons specified in the request personal on each candidate.   

        The list of arriving persons for operation is certified of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim" by authorized government body on control of FEZ and the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in places of arrival of staff in the territory of the 

Republic of Tajikistan goes for reviewing to consular subdividings. 

The administration of FEZ will organize a meeting and attending of the 

arrived persons to FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory together with the representative 

of the subject of FEZ and at his expense. 

    Similar procedure is carried out and in case of departure of staff of the 

foreign citizens working in FEZ "Ishkoshim". 

82 . The administration of FEZ renders assistance in obtaining visas to 

entrance of foreign citizens, extension and cancellation of their action. 

FEZ administration monthly informs authorized government body on control 

of FEZ and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Tajikistan on 

the foreign citizens who have arrived for operation to FEZ "Ishkoshim" by 

submission of the list of FEZ "Ishkoshim" which has beaten for operation of 

physical foreign persons on an established order.  

83 . entrance of foreign citizens and persons without nationality in a border 

area of the Republic of Tajikistan for the purpose of the official, business, 

private trips and labor activities is carried out on the permissions which have 

been given out by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of 

Tajikistan. The order of entrance and stay of foreign citizens in the territory 

of the Republic of Tajikistan is carried out according to normative – legal 

acts of the Republic of Tajikistan. Setting on the account, questions of a 

temporal registration, entrance and stay of foreign citizens and persons 



without nationality are carried out by organs the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

on representation of Administration of FEZ. 

 

14 . Period of validity of FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

84  .  Period of validity of FEZ "Ishkoshim" of 50 years.  

        Periods and conditions of the transition stage in case of FEZ mode 

introduction, but no more than for 7 years of date Postanovleniya Madzhlisi 

acceptance намояндагон Madzhlisi Olya of the Republic of Tajikistan about the 

adoption of Situation FEZ "Ishkoshim".  

      This period is used for infrastructure arrangement, formations of legal basis, 

real mastering of the territory of FEZ "Ishkashim".  

     Periods and conditions of the transition stage before mode FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

cancellation also are defined by FEZ Administration.  Thus conditions of the 

transition stage come no later than 3 years prior to extinction of period of validity 

of FEZ.  

  In the zone territory during FEZ "Ishkoshim" action by working languages, along 

with a state language, languages of interstate communication - Russian and English 

are.  

85  .  For extension of period of validity of FEZ "Ishkoshim" by Administration of 

FEZ the economic justification about feasibility of extension of period of validity 

of free economic zone "Ishkoshim", including is represented in authorized 

government body on FEZ control:  

  -  perspective and program of further development of FEZ "Ishkoshim";  

  - assessment of efficiency of functioning of FEZ "Ishkoshim". 



15. FEZ Administration terms of activity  

86  .  In the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim" of function of management FEZ 

Administration headed by the Head carries out.  The order of activity of 

Administration of FEZ is defined by the present Situation.  

     The administration of FEZ is governing body of FEZ "Ishkoshim" provides 

functioning and FEZ "Ishkoshim" development, and also provided by its rights 

with powers. 

The administration of FEZ is the legal entity and is established and 

organizationally - a legal form as government body on management of FEZ and 

carries out activity on the basis of the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan, the 

present Situation and the Charter approved by authorized government body on 

management of FEZ. 

   The administration of FEZ to have the press with the image of the State Emblem 

of the Republic of Tajikistan and the name:  "Free economic zone "Ishkoshim" in 

the state and English languages, settlement accounts, own symbolics, other 

attributes and other requisites.  

87 . The administration of FEZ carries out the activity in interaction from the 

republic ми and local public authorities of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

   The administration of FEZ carries out the work on the principles of close 

interaction with administrations of other FEZ in the territory of the Republic of 

Tajikistan for coordination and the accounting of interests of other FEZ of the 

republic, promotes formation of the international standards of business and 

business ethics in the territory of the republic. 

88 . Maintenance costs of administration staff of FEZ are carried out at the expense 

of FEZ "Ishkoshim" budget according to the estimate approved by authorized 



government body about management of FEZ and authorized government financial 

body for the next fiscal year. 

 

89 . The rights and powers of Administration of FEZ "Ishkoshim" are: 

- development and realization of strategy and programs of development of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim", including master plan of a zone; 

- adoption of documents on management and activity coordination in "Ishkoshim"; 

- development of independently budget of a zone, his statement in accordance with 

the established procedure and ensuring its execution; 

- development of the plan of placement of subjects of FEZ on territorial border of 

FEZ "Ishkoshim" taking into account their offers, including financial expenses of 

each subject of FEZ for the subsequent representation in authorized government 

body on FEZ management; 

- drawing up the estimate of expenses on arrangement to a certain territorial border 

of FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

- coordination of schemes of placement of customs infrastructures with the 

government authorized customs authority; 

- ensuring integrity and effective FEZ "Ishkoshim" functioning 

- ensuring development of FEZ "Ishkoshim" by involvement of domestic and 

foreign investors, financial means domestic and foreign  organization in the form 

of soft loans, loans and grants in coordination with authorized government body on 

management of FEZ and authorized government financial body; 

- creation of information and analytical base of activity and economic development 

of FEZ "Ishkoshim"; 



- protection of interests of subjects of FEZ; 

- creation of necessary conditions for attraction of domestic and foreign 

investments and other resources; 

- control over observance of a legal regime of FEZ "Ishkoshim", development of 

additions and changes in the present Situation and consideration in accordance 

with the established procedure; 

- ensuring the state control and supervision of rational use natural and a manpower 

in FEZ "Ishkoshim" territory, behind execution legislative and regulations 

concerning development of the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim"; 

- representation of lands in rent to subjects of FEZ, and also other objects of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim"; 

-  creation of information center, business – incubators, warehouses, office 

buildings, production constructions and other structures necessary for effective 

functioning and development of FEZ "Ishkoshim";  

- coordination of activity of the scientific, design, industrial, construction and other 

domestic and foreign organizations attracted for creation and providing functioning 

of FEZ "Ishkoshim"; 

- consideration business – plans and investment projects of applicants; 

- delivery to applicants confirming documents on location to the legal address in 

FEZ" Ishkoshim"; 

- coordination of communications of FEZ "Ishkoshim" with the international 

market; 



- the organization of preparation, retraining and professional development of shots 

for FEZ "Ishkoshim", participation in realization of a state policy in area formation 

of shots, employment, youth and migratory policy in the region: 

- organization of conferences, meetings, seminars, etc. 

-  signing of contracts with subjects of FEZ;  

- organization and maintaining book of the accounting of certificates; 

- issue of certificates by the subject of FEZ; 

- improvement of models of an economic board of FEZ "Ishkoshim" and 

implementation economic management taking into account economic efficiency of 

use of the territory of lands, the state and private property in FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

territory; 

- providing an application of funds in the projects having the common regional 

importance; 

- rendering services on receiving and registration of the entry visas which are 

carried out in coordination with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 

Tajikistan; 

-   issue of admissions for visit of the territory of FEZ "Ishkoshim";   

- creation and control over activity of divisions of the militarized protection of 

objects of FEZ "Ishkoshim". The structure and number of the above-named 

divisions decide by FEZ Administration on  the relevant Ministries of the Republic 

of Tajikistan: 

- quarterly providing the report on FEZ "Ishkoshim" activity in authorized 

government body on FEZ management; 

 



- implementation of other powers provided by the Law of the Republic of 

Tajikistan "About free economic zones to the Republic of Tajikistan", the present 

Situation and other regulations of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

90 . Decisions of Administration FEZ made within its competence, are obligatory 

for execution by subjects of FEZ. 

91 . Check of activity of Administration of FEZ is carried out by authorized 

government body on FEZ management. 

92 . The head of Administration of FEZ and its deputies are appointed and released 

by the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan on representation of authorized 

government body on FEZ management. 

The size of official salaries the management of Administration of FEZ is 

established by the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan.  

93 . The person having legal or economic education and length of service on senior 

positions or public service not less than 5 years is appointed to a position of the 

head of Administration of FEZ. 

94 . Head of Administration of FEZ. 

- provides the rights and an obligation of Administration of FEZ; 

- presents to FEZ "Ishkoshim" in all domestic, foreign and international 

organizations, the enterprises, banks and establishments or authorizes the deputies; 

- bears personal responsibility for performance assigned to it functions and tasks; 

-   forms staff, appoints and dismisses employees of Administration of FEZ;   

95 . The head of Administration of FEZ along with other functions carries out 

coordination of the coordinated activity of Administration of FEZ with local 



executive bodies of the government in formation and FEZ "Ishkoshim" 

development. 

 

16.Procedure of FEZ "Ishkoshim" liquidation  

 

96  .  FEZ "Ishkoshim" is liquidated by the resolution of the government of the 

Republic of Tajikistan in the cases established by the legislation of the Republic of 

Tajikistan about FEZ.  

      97  .  In case of free economic zone elimination, subjects of FEZ lose the rights 

and the obligations provided by the legislation on FEZ.  

 Elimination of FEZ doesn't bring to any legal to the consequences concerning 

activity or elimination of legal entities of branches of foreign legal entities, they 

can function in the territory of former FEZ or can be liquidated in compliance by 

the legislation of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

       The authorized government body on FEZ management in an order established 

by the Law of the Republic of Tajikistan "About free economic zones" presents to 

the Republic of Tajikistan to the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan the 

offer on FEZ "Ishkoshim" elimination. 

    The government of the Republic of Tajikistan creates the commission for 

carrying out the full economic analysis of expediency of elimination of FEZ 

"Ishkoshim". 

     On the basis of the carried-out full analysis and taking into account offers of 

authorized government body on management of FEZ and local executive body of 

the government, the commission submits the offer on FEZ "Ishkoshim" elimination 

for consideration of the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan. 



 

17 . Requisites of FEZ Administration. 

 

98 . Administrations of FEZ "Ishkoshim" locates at the address: 

Republic of Tajikistan, Mountain Badakhshansky autonomous region, 

Ishkoshimsky area. 

 


